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KS18 - Granite Holster Shorts
Collection:  Portwest Kit
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Kingsmill  Polycotton: 65% Polyester,  35%
Cotton
Outer Carton:  36

Product information
The Granite shorts are stylish, practical and the ideal choice for warmer
weather. The use of high quality polycotton fabric offers the comfort and
durability  necessary  in  today’s  work  environments.  Tuck-away  holster
pockets  made  from  rugged  nylon  oxford  are  perfect  for  tools.  Other
multiple  pockets  offer  secure  storage  and  accommodate  smart  phone
dimensions.
Portwest Kit
All your bestselling Portwest PPE requirements brought together into a
quick and easy safety kit. There is a mixture of products that are essential
items for various roles & industries. These are designed to be displayed in
your trade counters with pride.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
Hard wearing durable twill fabric with excellent dye retention●

Abrasion resistant oxford polyester●

10 pockets for ample storage●

Gripper elasticated inner waistline helping keep upper body garments●

in place

Hammer loop for secure storage of work tools●

Triple-stitched seams for extra durability●

Zipped pockets●

Swing away tool pockets●

Half elasticated waist for a secure and comfortable fit●

Two back patch pockets●

Multiple utility pockets providing ample storage●
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KS18 - Granite Holster Shorts
Commodity Code: 6203431100

Test House

Wash Care
        

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
KS18BZRS Black/Zoom Grey 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.5280 0.0662 5036108249749 25036108738421
KS18BZRM Black/Zoom Grey 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.5600 0.0662 5036108249732 25036108738414
KS18BZRL Black/Zoom Grey 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.5480 0.0662 5036108249725 25036108738407
KS18BZRXL Black/Zoom Grey 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.5720 0.0662 5036108249756 25036108738438
KS18BZRXXL Black/Zoom Grey 43.0 28.0 55.0 0.5800 0.0662 5036108249763 25036108738445


